A full line of equipment by SCIFIT is available.
For more information, please contact Pro Star Sports at 1-800-821-8482
Website: www.prostarsports.com E-mail: info@prostarsports.com

ACCESSORIES

1) Wheelchair Platform
(Optional on PRO1000 and PROII -- Standard on PRO1)
The wheelchair platforms are flat steel sheets, nicely powder coated
in silver and rounded at the corners. They fit into the inside
channels of the seat system and can be installed in the field. The
platforms do not change the seat removal.
The tie downs are adjustable straps with clips on each end. They
fix to the wheelchair and the PRO1, PRO1000 or PROII at the front
cross tube. The footrest must be removed to expose the tie down
anchors on the PRO1 and PRO1000.

2) High support boots with bars
(Optional on PROII)

A plastic calf high boot which is open at the front and has Velcro
straps to keep the legs in place. They come with the crank bars for
easy installation and removal.

3) Assist Gloves
(Optional on PRO1, PRO1 Sport, PRO1000 & PROII)

A glove with a Velcro looping system to keep the hands fixed to the
crank arms. Gloves are available in small, medium or large.
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4) Polar transmitter w/ chest strap
(Optional on all SCIFIT equipment)
The polar chest strap system is required for heart rate monitoring
on all SCIFIT products.

5) Low support boots with bars
(Optional on PROII)

Footplate with a lip at the back to keep the feet from sliding off the pedal.
Open at the front and has Velcro straps to keep the feet in place. They
come with the crank bars for easy installation and removal.

6) Tie Downs (goes with wheelchair platform)
The tie downs are adjustable straps with clips on each end. They fix to
the wheelchair and the PRO1000 or PROII at the front cross tube.The
footrest must be removed to expose the tie down anchors on the
PRO1000.
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7) Adjustable Crank Arms
(Standard on PRO1, PRO1 Sport, and PROII. Optional on PRO1000)

Provides the ability to add or reduce range of motion. Range
settings are at 6", 7" & 8 ". The left side crank can be reversed
so the units cranks arms work in unison. Similar to a rotary
rowing motion; both forward and reverse. This is ideal for
medical situations where torso rotation is undesirable. It is also
more natural for wheelchair racers.
(Please see the PRO1, PRO1 Sport, PRO1000 and PROII)

8) Vertical Seat Adjustment
(Standard on PRO1 and PROII. Optional on PRO1000)
Gives the user the ability to adjust the body more accurately in
environments where axis of rotation is critical.
(Please see PRO1 and PRO2)

